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Do you remember when you wrote for the first time? Probably, 

not many of us remember. But, we all know that there was a 

person who guided us by holding our hand. Why do you think 

this was done? Not because the person was idle or wanted to 

earn money! It was done only to help us give those characters, 

the right shape for the rest of our lives. As they say-  

“You can judge Personality by analysing the Handwriting” 

Wikipedia says, 

“Personal Trainer is 

a fitness 

professional 

involved in 

exercise 

prescription and 

instruction who 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_trainer
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motivates clients by setting goals and providing feedback and 

accountability. Trainers also measure their client’s strengths 

and weaknesses with fitness assessments”. 

If you ever had a Personal trainer, you would really appreciate 

the above lines and visualize those exercises customized for you 

to help maintain your shape by giving the right tone to your 

muscles.  

Let’s jump to the actual point. What’s the first thing we do when 

we want to learn something new? We Google it, right! We don’t 

search for the bulky books because, we know we can learn a lot 

in lot less time in lot many ways online.  

Till now, a majority of 

people have been 

learning new concepts 

online through MOOC. If 

you ever tried to learn 

using MOOC, please 

comment on how you 

felt. This is generally 

what happens in MOOC- A person will be teaching in a huge hall, 

most of the time presented using a recorded video with no option 

for personal interaction. We can learn a lot of new stuff through 
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MOOC, but we will miss the one thing that truly matters: The 

Personal Teach!  

So, what is the best way to learn online? Well, you decide 

whether it’s the best or not, but there is an alternative which 

promises to imbibe the Classic way of learning to the latest 

concepts- Online Instructor led Personalized Learning (OIPL).  

OIPL creates the classroom environment promoting the instant 

clarification of doubts through personal interaction, which is the 

true sign of learning. Platforms like PracticalCoding.in, AcadGild, 

Thinkful, Bloc and others offer courses customized exclusively 

for Learners with Instructor:Learner ratio being 1:8 at 

maximum. Thus, making learning more effective. OIPL is 

completely learner centred and offers a great platform to 

strengthen ones basics. And the best part-You get to select your 

Personal Code Trainer!  

When we are trained personally, right from our childhood, why 

not learn the new stuff in the same classic way and develop 

strong fundamentals! Ultimately, it’s our ‘decision’ that matters. 

Let’s think and decide.  
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